Buckets
Containers

Waste Basket

Swingline™ Square containers

The low profile and sleek, attractive design of these wastebaskets
make them the right choice for a variety of applications ranging from
classroom, office, commercial or institutional use. Also available in
a Recycle model.

KA-1358

11”x8”x12”

3.25 L

Black

KA-2818

14”x10”x15”

7 Gal

Black

KA-4114

15”x11”x20”

10.25 Gal

Black

Provide 25% more capacity which equates to labor and poly liner
savings. The rolled rim provides strength and a convenient area
to lift or pull. Reinforced base will take rough commercial use and
they nest for easy storage. Also available in a Recycle model.

KA-25

16-1/2” x 16-1/2” x 26-7/8”H

52 Gal

Grey

Wall Hugger Container

Continental® has updated the look of the Wall Hugger™, creating
a sleek and attractive design that holds either 16 or 23 gallons
of waste, but protrudes less than one foot from the wall! The
smooth, seamless design provides prolonged life and promotes
easy cleaning. The expanded line now includes a version with
built-in handles which provide ease of transport and a secure
area to grasp when lifting and dumping. The addition of a Wall
Hugger™ Drop Shot Lid helps to conceal waste while providing an
inviting, enlarged opening for waste disposal. The 8-1/4” x 16-3/4”
opening is the largest available in a Wall Hugger™ style receptacle!
Built-in-Bag Cinch eliminates the need to tie knots in the polyliner
to keep it secure around the receptacle rim! Also available in a
Recycle model.

KA-8323

KA-1358

19.75”x11.5”x30.5”H

KA-2818

23 Gal

Black

KA-4114

Round Waste Container

Molded of engineered resins with seamless construction, the
Huskee™ is a strong, long lasting receptacle used by virtually every
industry. From food prep to foundries, from refuse to biohazard
waste, the Huskee™ keeps on working. Stackable with lid on,
nestable with lid off. Also available in Recycle model. Heavy-Duty
Handles + Flanged Rim + FDA Approved Material + Bag Cinch
Customization Options Available – Ask us!

KA-3200

22’’x 27’”

121.12L

Grey

KA-4444

24”x31.5”

44 gal

Grey

KA-8323

KA-25

KA-3200
KA-4444
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